Homecoming

Reflections on Journeying though the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness
**July 21-July 26, 2021**

By Dawn K. Wing
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“Those who contemplate the beauty of the earth find
reserves of strength that will endure as long as life lasts.
There is something infinitely healing in the repeated
refrains of nature -- the assurance that dawn comes after
night, and spring after winter.”
― Rachel Carson
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June 12, 2021
I see a Facebook post on an BIPOC outdoors group about joining "a group of bada$$ women" on a trip
to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCAW) in July. I send a direct message to Michelle
(whom I had coincidentally met in-person the week before at her family's bakery) expressing my interest.

Luckily, I am one of first responders to this invitation
and am officially offered a spot on the trip. This
would be my first time visiting the area, canoeing,
portaging* and camping in the outdoors.
*Shameless confession: As an urbanite originally from NYC, I
had to look up "portaging" on YouTube to learn what it meant
and entailed.
After watching said videos, I self-prescribe a strength
conditioning exercise routine of doing push-ups and
crunches semi-daily for two weeks while continuing
to bicycle and swim.
To my surprise, I am still able to do push-ups after a
decade of hardly ever doing them. I am relieved that I
can make it through 25 consecutive push-ups. My abs
ache from doing two sets of 20 crunches.
I hope that this will enable me to carry heavy packs
of food and gear while portaging and paddling
through various lake conditions on a canoe.

In the weeks before our trip, Michelle patiently answered all of my questions regarding necessary gear
and generously loaned me her solo tent, Nalgene bottle, sleeping bag, raincoat, socks and stuff sacks. I
buy myself tie-dyed designed Keen sandals, a UV-protection sun shirt, and a sun hat at REI in Roseville.
I also borrow a protective mosquito net outfit and more stuff sacks from other friends. I get Avon's
Skin-So-Soft bug repellent/sunscreen.
As someone who suffers from extreme allergic reactions to mosquito bites, I start taking generic Claritin
as preventative measure. I make sure to pack my prescription anti-itch ointment and other medical
creams in case of skin infections from inflamed insect bites.
As the trip date soon approached, I visit Michelle's place to prep our daily meal packs for the duration of
the trip. We make our granola, dried fruit trail mixes; pack protein bars and crackers into Ziploc bags.
For protein, we will get hard cheeses and sausages in Duluth's Northern Waters Smokehaus to take along
with us.
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July 20, 2021
Michelle and I head up earlier than the rest of the group to take our time to enjoy the scenes along the
North Shore of Minnesota - my first visit to the area ever.

Photo credit: Dawn Wing

"(Lady)* Lake Superior - the largest body of fresh water on Earth"

At the Lake Superior lookout point in Duluth, Michelle tells me:
"Its deepest depths are just as deep as the oceans'."

*Michelle likes to refer to Lake Superior as "Lady Superior" - to which I also take a liking to calling.
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Later that evening, we meet up with the rest of the women's group at a hotel in Lutsen. We all share a
room with one queen's-sized bed and a sofa pullout the night before our big camping trip. This is my
first-time officially meeting everyone else of our group in-person.

All-ladies camp group roll call...

Captain Wendy
•
•
•
•
•

Our fearless trip leader
Fierce wilderness navigator
Patient, supportive mentor
Expert solo camper
Camps at BWCAW multiple
times a year!

Lieutenant Boyd

Photo credits: Wendy Paulsen

•

Wendy's loyal, four-legged canoe companion

•

Offers generous affection and face licks to all

•

Expert at fetching sticks and chasing away squirrels

•

Volunteer escort to the latrines
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Michelle
(in blue and standing behind the canoe also named after her)
•
•
•
•
•

Intrepid, inclusive, social justice camper
extraordinaire
Very strong- physically and mentally
Manages Keefer Court - the first Chinese,
family-owned bakery in the Twin Cities!
Carries and expertly uses camping knife for
slicing apples, cheese and sausages
Libra born on the Year of the Ox!

Hillary
(in maroon jacket and yellow binoculars)
•
•
•
•

Master portaging task delegator!
Inspirational, motivational
environmental studies teacher and
English specialist!
Survived leading a school group of
teenagers on a winter camping trip
to BWCAW - by herself!
Watercolorist
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Dawn
(in orange rain jacket borrowed from Michelle)
•
•
•
•
•

Tree-hugging, city slicker artist-librarian
originally from NYC
No prior experience with canoeing/camping!
In a committed relationship with her bed
Mosquito magnet
Sagittarius born on the Year of the Boar!

Chau
(in purple rain jacket)
•
•
•
•

Professional background in IT
Was born and grew up in rural Vietnam
Came to the United States with family
after the Viet Nam War, and relocated to
the Cedar-Riverside area of Minneapolis
Used to work for Michelle's parents at
Keefer Court Bakery
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July 21st, 2021
After checking out of the hotel the next day, we head to Brule Lake to begin our 6-day canoe and
camping sojourn:

Photo credit: Dawn Wing
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Start and end at Brule Lake
5 nights and 6 days portaging and staying at 4 different campsites in a loop

The trip itinerary:
•
•
•
•
•

DAY 1: Cherokee Lake
DAYS 2-3: Frost Lake
DAYS 4: Long Island Lake
DAY 5: Winchell Lake
DAY 6: Back to Brule Lake
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Day 1- On two canoes, we set off with our three heavy portage packs plus daypacks and gear from the
entry point on Brule Lake to head to Cherokee Lake.
I decide to "dive" right into paddling at the bow (front) of the canoe for the first time ever with Wendy
steering at the stern (back) who gives me pro-tips on paddling techniques (eg: shoulder power versus arm
power and mimicking a digging motion into the water with the paddle).
Meanwhile, Chau sits in the duffer (seated between us, not paddling), helps with map navigation and
provides words of encouragement to me as I get the hang of paddling, too.
This would mark the beginning of understanding the ways of the canoe and how to maneuver it both on
water and land.

https://paddlingmag.com/boats/canoes/boats-elements-of-canoe-design/

At one point while canoeing, Chau discusses her family history and mentions the time when her
grandparents were fleeing China during the Cultural Revolution, and eventually re-settled to Sai
Gon/Cho Lon (now Ho Chi Minh city) in Viet Nam. Years later, she would be born 16 miles outside of
the city.
I add that my grandparents ended up leaving China for similar economic and political reasons starting
with my paternal grandpa (Yeh Yeh), Henry Kam Wing, who immigrated from the Guangdong Province
to the United States as a "paper son" - (just like his older brother, Andrew, had done before him). As a
loophole around the Chinese Exclusion Act, many Chinese immigrants purchased false identification
documents claiming they were sons of Chinese American citizens hence "paper sons." And, so fate
would have it that he and his second wife (a much younger picture bride), my grandma/ Mah-Mah
named Alice, would end up in NYC raising a family of four children - their third and youngest son,
James, would be my dad.
As we canoe over the clear, pristine lake waters, I imagine migrants and refugees over the years,
generations, ages- then and now- who've crossed rivers and seas for survival, freedom and a better life
for their families.
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After a series of portages (carrying our canoes and packs on trails between other lakes and ponds), we
arrive at our first campsite on Cherokee Lake before dusk.
Before settling in, Wendy, Hilary and I dip into the lake for a quick swim. As I swim a short distance
across, I hear loons crying from nearby. It's my first ever hearing loon calls echoing across the waters.
After my swim, Michelle shows me how to pitch a solo tent, then I unroll my sleeping pad and bag inside
it. Anticipating swarms of mosquitoes in the evening, I wear my mosquito net outfit as dinner is being
prepared.
At the campsite, I learn how to sterilize the lake waters for drinking with a Steri-Pen which Wendy and
Michelle each own, and share with the group.
Throughout the trip, Wendy, Michelle and Hilary generously rotate cooking duties and reheat prepared
meals for dinner such as dehydrated pesto with freshly boiled pasta, dehydrated ratatouille, and vegetarian
taco mix with rice.
After dinner, Wendy, Michelle and I sit by the lookout rocks facing the lake when a lone loon swims past
us making its haunting calls in the dark night. We are all silent and breathless in that moment.
"That loon was serenading us - what a treat!" Wendy exclaims.

https://pixabay.com/photos/loon-bird-water-diver-common-1907657/

Soon after, we retire to our tents exhausted from a long, first day of portaging.
In the shared tent next to mine, I hear Michelle, Chau and Hilary clapping at and killing mosquitoes
shouting, "There's one over there! Get it!" And then Michelle saying, "Your lights are shining in my face,
I can't see anything!" This goes on for a couple of minutes until the mosquito torture ends, and it's pitch
dark all around us in the woods.
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Day 2: The next morning...
I wake up first at 6am. Heavy, thick clouds and blank skies above. Rainfall would soon come our way.
I enjoy a couple hours of quiet time to myself to observe the wildlife around me and read pages from
Chanel Miller's memoir, "My Name is Chanel" on the elevated rocks facing Cherokee before the others
awake.

"Rainy morning on Cherokee Lake" - photo credit: Dawn Wing

On the narrow pine tree beside the campfire area, I see and hear the chirping of three baby yellow-rump
warblers in a tiny nest. I see that their mother intermittently is flying off and returns with whatever
insects she catches to feed her young all morning. At one point, I observe a silhouette of a damselfly in
her beak and the wide-open mouths of her young hungry and ready to receive their next meal.
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On the calm silver waters, a family of loons dive down deep in search of breakfast. I see a parent swim
over to its young, nudging it gently to try diving down as well.

"Loons at Cherokee Lake" - photo credit: Dawn Wing

Wendy and Boyd are now awake. Examining the clouds, Wendy makes sure that all our gear and clothes
hanging to dry are placed under the tarp we had set up.
Soon, it starts to rain.
We both sit under the tarp reading quietly as the others slowly get up from their tents.
Around breakfast of hot gourmet granola, we all vote to pack up and move onto the next campsite at
Frost Lake after the rain stops.
Days 2-3: At Frost Lake Campsite
We decide to stay on Frost Lake for two days and nights as we lucked out and landed a campsite with its
own beach. We can also paddle out to calm swimming spots from across the lake.
One morning, as I wake up to use the latrine, Boyd tags along behind me on the trail but soon shoots
into the woods once I set up to do my business. I hear her barking followed by the frantic rustling of
branches and birds calling off a warning. Wendy calls after Boyd who then runs back onto the trail
towards her tent.
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Turns out Boyd caught and killed a grouse - a type of bird I had never seen or heard of before until I saw
its carcass lying on the trail.

Photo credit: Dawn Wing

"It looks like it was young. Maybe we can try to cook and eat it? Might as well...," Wendy suggests.
When the rest of the group wake up, we recap what had happened regarding the dead grouse situation.
Without hesitation, Chau looks at the dead bird and says she could clean, gut, marinate and cook it. In
preparation, she takes out her packaged Thai ramen seasoning and congee (Chinese rice porridge) mix
she had brought along for the trip.
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Photo credit: Wendy Paulsen

On the rocks by the water, Michelle and I gather around Chau to watch her pluck the feathers off the
grouse.
"I'm so slow. I should be done plucking by now. I used to be much faster at doing this," Chau laments.
"What do you mean, Chau? You're doing really well. There's no rush," I reply.
I am genuinely amazed by Chau's efficient removal of the grouse feathers with her bare hands.
After the plucking, Michelle and I collect some feathers as souvenirs.
"Oh, look! It was eating berries earlier," Chau exclaims as she gets to the gutting process - which at this
point, I scooch farther away to avoid queasiness from witnessing the scene.
Within an hour, Chau prepared, seasoned and cooked the grouse meat into a rice porridge over the
portable gas stove. Michelle and I decide to crush the ramen noodles into pieces as crunchy toppings for
the porridge.
"These girls know how to eat," Chau declares proudly as she scoops grouse porridge into our bowls.
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Within a matter of minutes, I inhale the grouse
porridge topped with crushed ramen noodle bits and
lick the bowl clean.
"Mm. Wow, thanks Chau! That was so delicious. The
meat was so tender and sweet; it tasted like fresh
duck," I say aloud complimenting the chef.
"Does anyone want the leg?" Chau fishes out a
drumstick out of the pot.
"It's all yours, Chau!" Michelle and I offer.
We repeat a joke in Cantonese about American-born
Chinese (ABCs) like ourselves not knowing how to eat
meat with bones in it - which is partially true in my
own case.
In the meantime, Chau has no problem eating all the
meat parts and cleanly parses out all the tiny bones on
a napkin that we will dispose of and take with us out
of the BCWA.
She shrugs and takes the whole leg for herself.
"Boyd! Boyd! Come here - I want to give some meat
to Boyd," Chau says.
Boyd comes from behind her, and Chau lays a small
piece of grouse on the rock for her to eat.
"Good, Boyd!"
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After our delightful gourmet camp brunch, Michelle, Wendy and I paddle on a canoe across Frost Lake
to swim in calmer waters.
Once we arrive at our spot, we are greeted by bright purple fireweed in full bloom...

...then land our canoe by a rock where a flock of mergansers had been resting.
Wendy stays close to shore with Boyd who does not like being too far away from her while Michelle and
I swim towards an island of trees who beckon us to their oasis of lush greenery.
As I do backstroke and sidestroke, I bask in the warm breeze, inhale the fresh pine scent saturating the
air and the scene of being completely surrounded by cedars, firs and pines. Swimming alongside us are a
pair of nonchalant loons, occasionally diving down beneath the surface.

Image sources (clockwise, top to bottom):
•
https://pixabay.com/photos/flower-petals-buds-fireweed-5479626/
•
https://pixabay.com/photos/common-merganser-bird-animal-duck-5303649/
•
https://pixabay.com/photos/boundary-waters-minnesota-lake-bwca-637796/
•
https://pixabay.com/photos/loon-nature-bird-lake-water-2944632/
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After swimming, we paddle back to the camp site. We take a brief break
before dinner to each take turns practicing portaging a canoe on the
beach. Note: throughout the duration of the trip, Wendy and Michelle each carried
the canoes during portages while the rest of us carried portage packs of food, tents,
gear and other camping equipment.
I appreciate others helping me lift the canoe and place it on my
shoulders correctly!

Chau demonstrates her amazing strength by being able to lift
and hold onto the canoe herself without any prior experience.

And after years of practice, Hilary is ecstatic she got down the
technique and would later portage a canoe on her own a
couple of times later during the trip as well.

YES, she did! >>>>>>>>

Photo credits: Wendy Paulsen
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After the swim and canoe portage practice, we chow down on dinner and take in the sunset.
Michelle and I look at the rock occupied by seagulls in the distance. I decide to declare it "Seagull Island."

"View of Frost Lake" - photo credit: Dawn Wing
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DAY 4 - To Long Island Lake
The next day, after taking one last swim on Frost Lake, we pack up and head off to Long Island Lake.
Halfway through the trip, I finally feel synced to the rhythms of paddling, portaging and soaking in the
aliveness of the wilderness all around me.
Dragonflies mating in mid-air.
An Autumn Meadowhawk resting on a tree.
Butterflies - Swallowtails, Admirals, Fritillaries - fluttering from flower to flower.
And one particularly curious Atlantis Fritillary stopping upon our red life jacket.

Autumn meadowhawk

Atlantis fritillary

Poofy, cotton-candy clouds shaped like dragons, rabbits and turtles drifting slowly above us as we canoe
along the rivers and lakes.

Photos and image by Dawn Wing
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Layers and layers of dense forest: firs, cedars and pines all greeting en route to our destinations.
The breezy clapping of wind-blown branches which resemble the sounds of waterfalls.
Pond and water lilies arranged in ceremonious procession under the bright summer skies.

A frog resting on a lilypad, still and quiet - undisturbed by our incoming canoe.
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Picking and tasting wild blueberries along the portage trail between lakes.

At one particularly lengthy portage trail, I slow down my pace and linger behind the rest of the group to
appreciate the almost rainforest-like lushness of the mossy rocks, saplings growing on fallen tree logs and
giant fan-like ferns. It feels like I'm on the set of a Jurassic Park movie.
I see two giant cedar trees and stop to hug them each. Their trunks are so wide, my arms hardly wrap
around half its circumference. I feel their ancient sturdiness and hope they stick around for another
millennium as I remind myself of the current wildfires here and in Canada. I finish hugging the trees and
thank them for their contributions to all living beings on the planet. In that moment, I am particularly
appreciative of their protective shade - a welcome reprieve from the harsh heat and blazing sun.

Image sources:
•
"Yellow Pond Lily (Nuphar variegata)" - Joshua Mayer, https://flic.kr/p/v92KCh
•
"Water Lilies" - https://pixabay.com/photos/water-lily-flower-water-lily-leaf-2633791/
•
"Frog on Lilypad" illustration (ink and color pencils) by Dawn Wing
•
"Blueberry Bush" - https://pixabay.com/images/id-5533511/
•
"Tree hugger" illustration (ink and color pencils) by Dawn Wing
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We arrive at campsite on calm Long Island Lake with a lovely view of a nearby tiny tree island and a
perfect jumping rock for swimming.

Photo credits: Dawn Wing

I swim to the tiny island of trees
who seem to beckon me to join
them in collective contemplation
and serenity.
On my way towards tree island, I
stop by a pod of lilypads of various
sizes and shades greens and
yellows.
I touch one, and feel the silky,
smooth green surface; then its
velvety, soft, maroon underside an unexpected sensation.

Image source: https://pixabay.com/images/id-637812/
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Day 5 - To Winchell Lake
We head off to our last campsite destination, closing our loop back to Brule Lake and heading back to
the Cities on the day after. We luck out and score another spacious camp site with amazing panoramic
views of the lake.
"There's a great cross-breeze where the latrine is located!" exclaims Michelle.

Photo credit: Dawn Wing

Of course, after portaging through several ponds and lakes on a warm day,
Wendy, Michelle and I take a quick dip before dinner.

Afterwards, like a lizard, I dry off on the rocks.
I let the sun warm my skin and seep into my tired muscles and bones:
a blissful siesta.
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Soon, nightfall -

Then, a new day begins again...

Photo credits: Dawn Wing
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Day 6: Back to Brule Lake

Photo credit: Dawn Wing

Wendy and I awaken first, and spend a moment on the rocks at the campsite lookout.
We smell the smoke blowing from the Canadian wildfires nearby.
"I guess it's good timing that today's our last day out here," I comment.
The smell dissipates gradually and the skies become clearer.
We prepare breakfast and pack up in preparation for our last portage of the trip before heading back to
Brule Lake. A longhorn beetle visits us at the campfire area wearing its impressive camouflaged armor.

Photo credits: Wendy Paulsen
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I snap some final photos on my phone before slipping it into a dry sack, which will then be placed inside
a portage pack.
*******
As I frame this photograph, I recall images of traditional Japanese block prints where trees are frequent
motifs as framing nature scenes around water.

Photo credit: Dawn Wing

Utagawa Hiroshige (Ando) (Japanese, 1797-1858). Maple
Trees at Mama, Tekona Shrine and Linked Bridge, No. 94
from One Hundred Famous Views of Edo, 1st month of
1857. Woodblock print, Sheet: 14 3/16 x 9 1/4 in. (36 x 23.5
cm). Brooklyn Museum
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Of course, I also cannot help but to take one final solo swim right before we set off for good. I allow
myself to be cleansed and refreshed by waters that were once the glacial ice of the Laurentian Divide.
Floating on my back, I see the open skies up above and stoic trees all around me. They remind me they
have always been here, and that I am no stranger to them. And, they are no strangers to me.

Though it is my first visit to this place during my present lifetime, I feel it is actually a homecoming - a
welcoming back to the wilderness: a beautiful, resilient ecosystem that has been and is poised to stay
where it is for as long as possible... lest it falls victim to humanity's destruction and undoing.
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For one last time, we consolidate and haul all our gear into the canoes heading back to Brule Lake.
Along the way, we encounter a rather messy, muddy section of a pond. But, with our team grit and
stamina, we manage to get through the muck.

Photo credit: Wendy Paulsen

We see rainclouds forming above us, and
anticipate sprinkles.
Mercifully, the rain holds off.
****
For the most part, it's smooth
paddling and portaging.

Photo credit: Dawn Wing

Finally, we find our way back to where we had started.
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Photo credit: Hillary Wackman

Many thanks to Michelle, Wendy, Hillary, Chau and Boyd for the wonderful memories
at the Boundary Waters!
I appreciate the many important lessons I have learned from each of you: how to have compassion,
patience, curiosity and fun in the wilderness!
Thanks also for teaching me the basics of paddling! I've come to really enjoy canoeing, and look forward
to doing some more on the many lakes of Minnesota, and hopefully someday at the BWCA again.
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"We are a part of everything that is beneath us, above us, and around us. Our past is our present,
our present is our future, and our future is seven generations past and present."
-Winona LaDuke
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